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We talk incessantly now about identities. But built as they are upon the ruins of our actual selves,
the ones embedded in given natural (and supernatural) bonds, we have ceased to have any
identity at all. Living in the tiny crawl spaces of our own wills, shut off from anything outside
their artificial boundaries, our individuality is wiped out. But if we are still alive and kicking it is
because we subsist on the remnant vapors of Tradition with a capital “T,” that heritage of truth
that originates in God’s creative Word. It is also because that same Word, mercifully handed over
to us in the flesh of the Church, invites us back to our very selves.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Creativity and Tradition: A Framework for Sacred Music
MARY CATHERINE LEVRI

I. Introduction

In Catholicism: Christ and the Common Destiny of Man, Henri de Lubac speaks of the
catholicity, or universality, of the Church as being primarily a spiritual reality. With a
reference to Blaise Pascal’s image of human nature as a “strange and fitful” musical
instrument, de Lubac points out that not only does the Church call members from every nation
on earth, but she calls each person by possessing a certain mastery of human nature and
knowledge of the human soul:

The Church in each individual calls on the whole man, embracing him as he is
in his whole nature. “People think that you can play on a man as you play on an
organ. An organ he is in truth, but a strange and fitful one. He who can play
only on an ordinary organ will produce no chords from this one.” But the
Church can play on this organ because, like Christ, she “knows what is in man,”
because there is an intimate relationship between the dogma to which she
adheres in all its mystery and human nature, infinitely mysterious in its turn.
Now by the very fact that she goes to the very foundation of man the Church
attains to all men and can “play her chords” upon them. Because she is eager to
draw them all together she is fitted to do so.[1]

This proposed intimacy between the dogma of the Church and the mystery of human nature is
a helpful framework for discussing the relationship between the Tradition of the Church and
artistic endeavor in the realm of sacred music. Following the liturgical reforms of the Second
Vatican Council, the need for cultivating sacred music in the vernacular language of churches
emphasized the role that local culture—an expression of corporate and individual human
identity—plays in the composition and practice of sacred music. This development, along with
a new understanding of the engagement of the Church with the modern world, has in some
places caused a fractured understanding of the relationship of local traditions to the great
Tradition, and the local community to the universal Body of Christ.
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The alignment of the vision of the artist with the vision of the Church is not a
matter of Tradition stifling the identity of the artist, but of the artist allowing his
own identity to be exchanged with that of the Lord. In the resulting work of art,
nothing of human nature, nor of the identity of the artist is lost.

In the realm of sacred music, this fractured understanding is commonly expressed as a
resentment towards a perceived inflexibility in the Tradition, the rules and boundaries of
which have prevented local cultures—and individual artists—from being true to themselves.
The pride of place given to the musical patrimony of the Roman Rite—namely, the repertoire
of Gregorian chant—has often been seen as an obstacle to genuine creativity because it
obscures the musical identity of the local community. In order for the sacred musician of today
to move forward in his work for the Church, an authentic understanding of the relationship
between creativity and Tradition must be restored. This understanding must be one that
respects, reverences, and receives life from the mysterious embrace of the universal Tradition
of the Church and the local customs of particular communities and cultures. In this embrace,
human nature, both in the individual person and in the group, is not effaced or obliterated, but
enlivened and magnified by the presence of Christ in His Church.

The creativity of a sacred musician is rooted in a style that is both particular to a community
and to his person. The creative process for this musician involves a purgative alignment of the
personal attributes of his art with the Apostolic Tradition, and with the liturgical tradition of
the Rite in which he participates. In order to more deeply understand the creativity that
results from this embrace between Tradition and the person of the musician, we will examine
three pieces of sacred music that embody an admirable unity between the style of a particular
composer and the dogmatic and liturgical Tradition of the Church.

II. Examples of Authentic Creativity in Sacred Music

A. The Introit from Mozart’s Requiem in d minor, K626

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart had a tumultuous church music career. He moved in and out of
Kappellmeister positions, and he had a harsh relationship with Archbishop Hieronmyus
Colloredo of Salzburg, who imposed strict regulations on music used in the liturgy throughout
the city. Nonetheless, Mozart enjoyed the opportunity to compose in the forms offered by the
genre of liturgical music. These would include many settings of the Mass Ordinary, as well as
his famous setting of the Requiem Mass.[2] Mozart was enthusiastic about treating the texts of
the Requiem Mass in a “pathetic style,” a style characterized by the expression of dark
emotions.[3]

The “Introit” of the Requiem is iconic of Mozart’s compositional power. It begins with a
plodding staccato instrumental introduction, full of dark color and pathos, and develops into a
contrapuntal choral statement of the antiphon text: “Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine, et
lux perpetua luceat eis.” This music is so emblematic of Mozart that it might be surprising to
learn that much of the musical material of the Introit is borrowed from Georg Friedrich
Handel. Mozart drew heavily on the opening chorus of Handel’s Funeral Anthem for Queen
Caroline, HWV 264 (1737) for his Introit; both the instrumental introduction and the setting of
a chorale melody (“Wenn mein Stündlein vorhanden ist”) in Handel’s opening chorus show a
striking similarity to the corresponding elements of Mozart’s Introit.
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For the psalm verse of the Requiem Introit—“Te decet hymnus Deus in Sion, et tibi reddetur
votum in Jerusalem”—Mozart reaches even further back into musical history for his material.
The soprano soloist “intones” this psalm text on a metricized setting of the tonus peregrinus,
also known as the “wandering tone.” The tonus peregrinus dates to the ninth century and was
used for the chanting of psalms during the Liturgy of the Hours. Following the psalm verse, the
chorus restates the melody and text of the antiphon. Mozart not only uses a chant melody for
the psalm text in the internal section of the Introit, but he frames the movement with the
typical liturgical format of a Gregorian Introit: antiphon—psalm verse—antiphon.

Rather than producing completely new musical material for the first movement of his
Requiem, Mozart relies on techniques used by other great composers as well as the musical
forms offered by the liturgical tradition of the Roman Rite. The result of his compositional
process, however, is not simply an amalgamation of historical influences, but an authentically
inspired work that bears the unmistakable mark of the craft of Mozart. That the Requiem in d
is still celebrated and used at Catholic Masses today is a testament to its truly creative unity of
tradition and artistic style.

B. Advent Antiphon by James MacMillan

Sir James MacMillan is a notable Scottish Catholic composer who is well-known for both his
secular and sacred compositions. While his own style of composition possesses many modern
characteristics, in describing his own philosophy of composition, MacMillan affirms the
essential place that tradition holds in his work:

The “modernist” zeal of the post-World War II generation of composers who
attempted to eschew any continuation of tradition is anathema to me. I respect
tradition in many forms, whether cultural, political or historical, and in keeping
up a continuous, delicate scrutiny of old forms, ancient traditions, enduring
beliefs and lasting values one is strengthened in one’s constant, restless search
for new avenues of expression. The existence of the influence of the old
alongside the experiments of the new should not appear incongruous.

The composer’s own use of contrapuntal and polyphonic techniques in his sacred choral works
reflects his reverence for musical history and tradition. Within the scope of his sacred
compositions, MacMillan is particularly interested in composing music for both amateur and
specialist; music that will encourage a congregation to an active, sung participation in the
liturgy, but will also utilize the refined technique of the professional musician. One particular
work of his, Advent Antiphon, is an excellent example of a piece that is geared toward both the
amateur and the professional singer. It is also an example of a piece that at once reveres the
musical tradition of the Church and incorporates local cultural elements that are integral to
the music of MacMillan’s own background.

Advent Antiphon is composed for both congregation and soloist. It comprises a simple melodic
setting of the four Sunday entrance antiphons for the season of Advent. There are a few levels
of creativity at work in this piece that integrate both the tradition of the Roman Rite and
MacMillan’s Scottish heritage. First, MacMillan sets the congregational antiphon in English,
making it immediately comprehensible and lingually accessible to an English-speaking
congregation, while he sets the text of the psalm verse in Latin, the universal language of the
Roman Rite. The melody for the psalm verse and doxology is more complex, requiring a soloist
to execute intricate ornamentation in several places. As in much of MacMillan’s composition,
the ornamentation of this melody hearkens to Scottish folk song, an integration of his own
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cultural background into the liturgical chant of the Roman Rite. Finally, though Advent
Antiphon follows a plan of the congregation alternating with the soloist, the overall structure
of the piece is based on the format of a Gregorian Introit: antiphon—psalm
verse—antiphon—doxology—antiphon.

In Advent Antiphon, MacMillan succeeds not only in combining elements of the Roman chant
tradition with the influences of his cultural background, but he also accomplishes one of the
goals established by Musicam Sacram, the Instruction on Music in the Liturgy from Vatican II:
he provides a setting of a proper antiphon that can be sung by the congregation. This is a
significant innovation in the liturgical music repertoire, and MacMillan accomplishes it in a
legitimately creative way.

C. The Missa Luba

The last example of musical creativity we will consider is the Missa Luba, a Mass setting
composed by Father Guido Haazen in 1958 for his choir, Les Troubadours du Roi Baudouin, at a
Catholic mission in the town of Kamina in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Recognizing a
deep love for music in his students at the mission school, Father Haazen founded Les
Troubadors and taught this choir of men and boys the classic sacred music of the Western
tradition, including Palestrina, Bach, and Lassus. Finding the native Congolese music beautiful,
Father Haazen worked with the choir to compose a Mass setting in their native musical style.
The resulting Mass—which involves a great deal of improvisation on the parts of both soloist
and choir—is a setting that incorporates the melodies of various African folk songs as well as
indigenous percussion instruments into the musical texture. The texts of the Mass parts,
however, are in Latin, making for a surprising and innovative integration of indigenous
culture into the universal Roman Rite.

The Kyrie of Missa Luba is written in the style of “kasala,” a Luban song of mourning and
follows a call-and-response format between the tenor soloist and the choir. While the use of
percussion, the rhythmic quality of the music, and the improvisatory nature of the solo melody
might seem foreign to a Western sensibility of sacred music, there is still a sacred integrity to
the Kyrie that shows a reverence for the liturgical tradition of the Church.

The “Crucifixus” section of the Credo—marked by the text “crucifixus etiam pro nobis sub
Pontio Pilato, passus et sepultus est (suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died and was
buried)”—is modelled on the kilio, a Luban song of death, used to announce the death of an
inhabitant of a village. Not unlike the psalm verse in MacMillan’s Advent Antiphon, this section
of the Credo in Missa Luba exemplifies an effective unity between the liturgical tradition of the
Roman Rite and native folk song, a popular musical expression of human experience.

The Missa Luba grew to be very popular, particularly once its manuscript was published in
1964. Its success, and the success of a few other Masses composed in an indigenous African
style, paved the way for the Church’s promulgation of a Missal for the Zaire Usage of the
Roman Rite (Missel Romain pour les Dioceses du Zaire) in 1988. So, the creative embrace of the
Roman Catholic liturgy and the cultural heritage of the Congolese people resulted in the
emergence of a local ecclesial tradition, developed in a faithful unity with the larger tradition
of the Roman Rite.

III. Conclusion

The Constitution on the Church in the Modern World from the Second Vatican Council,
Gaudium et spes, affirms that human nature is “assumed, not absorbed,” by the Incarnation of
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Christ. The person of Jesus Christ is not devoid of the contextual elements of human nature;
like all human beings, the incarnate Son of God possessed a family, a religion, and a cultural
background. Present as He is in the living Tradition of His Church, nothing of human identity
can be lost when this Tradition is accepted by the faithful. An embrace of the Apostolic
Tradition, in its essence, is an embrace of the person of Jesus Christ, and ecclesial liturgical
traditions, transient as they may be, are expressions of this embrace in Eucharistic worship.
The three musical examples discussed above succeed as truly creative compositions of sacred
music, not because they accomplish a list of musical and liturgical requirements, but because
they embody an embrace of the Apostolic Tradition through an artistic configuration to the
liturgical and cultural music traditions that their composers have inherited.

If the composition of new sacred music is to have a future, it is essential that composers work
with an understanding of creativity that flows from an intimacy with Tradition, and not from
an adversarial mindset that prizes individual autonomy over the past. The alignment of the
vision of the artist with the vision of the Church is not a matter of Tradition stifling the identity
of the artist, but of the artist allowing his own identity to be exchanged with that of the Lord.
In the resulting work of art, nothing of human nature, nor of the identity of the artist is lost.
Instead, a true spirit of creativity, born of the unity of hearts, produces a new creation that
reflects the intimacy of Christ and His creature.

Dr. Mary Catherine Levri is the Director and Professor of Music at Mount St. Mary's Seminary
and School of Theology in Cincinnati, OH. She received her D.M.A. from the University of Notre
Dame in 2017, and is a 2008 graduate of the Pontifical John Paul II Institute for Studies in
Marriage and Family.

[1] Henri de Lubac, Catholicism: Christ and the Common Destiny of Man (San Francisco:
Ignatius Press, 1988), 49.

[2] Christoph Wolff, Mozart’s Requiem: Historical and Analytical Studies, Documents, Score,
trans. Mary Whittal (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 1998), 72.

[3] Ibid.
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Newman against Progressivism and Traditionalism
JOSÉ GRANADOS DCJM

It is customary today to divide Catholics into progressives and conservatives, as if these were
the two main ways of living in the Church and as if this opposition could clarify everything. Is
this a correct point of view or does it imply a reduction of reality that prevents us from
understanding it? And, if so, what alternative is left?

The work of St. John Henry Newman can shed light on these questions. In his Essay on the
Development of Christian Doctrine, Newman analyzes whether Christian dogma admits
changes with the passage of time and of what kind these changes might be. Newman accepts,
on the one hand, that Christian doctrine evolves and renews itself (against a merely
conservative view), but he insists that this development does not move the doctrine away from
its origins, but rather anchors it more and more in them (against progressivism). Thus, he
places himself outside the framework of the conservative-progressive opposition. How does he
achieve this?

Before addressing Newman’s proposal, let us see how the opposition we are talking about is
proposed in the Church today.

Ecclesial progressivism embraces the modern belief in the continuous progress of history. In
what does this modern belief consist? It holds that progress includes not only unstoppable
technical progress, but also moral progress towards an ethical apex of maximum tolerance of
individual opinion. This view of progress gives rise to a negative view of the past, seen as
outdated and restrictive. Christian progressivism, then, advocates adapting the Church to this
modern vision of history, insisting that the Church is two hundred years behind the times (the
putative delay starting with the French Revolution). A favorite biblical image to support this
view is that of the Spirit who blows where he wills; that is, he renews everything and does not
let us cling to rigid securities. Jesus is interesting, not so much because of his doctrine or
works, but above all because of his dialectical opposition to Pharisaic religion and because of
his power of innovation. Today, so the argument goes, we should imitate not so much what he
said or did, but the change he brought about.

When a sacrament is reduced to a sign of social belonging or to an emotional
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comfort, so that it ceases to reflect the concrete relationships that are lived in the
flesh, then we undermine the personal structure of the Church, and we are left only
with the fruitless opposition between the old and the new.

On the other hand, we find what is called “traditionalism.” This includes those who defend
tradition at all costs. Tradition is understood as something immutable, fixed in the past. The
terminology seems inadequate, since every Catholic, by the simple fact of being a Catholic, is
called to appreciate and love tradition. Tradition, in fact, means “to give up or to hand down”
and finds its paradigm in the giving up of the Son to the world, which began with the Father
sending the Son, and continues in the Church, where the living Jesus is handed down through
the Church from generation to generation. Tradition is, therefore, a living flow and not a static
treasure. This “traditionalist” tendency should better be named “archaism” or “immobilism.”

These options already presented themselves to St. John Henry Newman in his time. Before him
he had, on the one hand, liberal Protestantism that fostered free judgment. This was an
adaptation of Christianity to modernity and the autonomous individual, an innovation that
clearly broke with apostolic origins. As an Anglican, Newman would also have perceived the
Catholic Church as progressive, for while she presented herself as being in continuity with the
Apostles, she seemed to adulterate their doctrine with Roman novelties, as for example Marian
devotions. Newman himself thought that Anglicanism was faithful to the original tradition,
such that it enjoyed the note of “apostolicity,” that is, of accuracy in preserving the apostolic
confession of faith.

Newman began to doubt this view, however, after studying the first centuries of the Church’s
history. Firmly maintaining that Christianity was revealed by God and was to be preserved
through time, Newman also understood that there had been a development in the first
centuries, from the Bible to the great councils. Therefore, if one were to argue against the
continuity of the Catholic Church with the Church of the fifth century, this same argument
would deny the Church of the fifth century’s continuity with the Church of the first.

This finding broadened Newman’s horizon, which no longer started from the opposition
between the past and the future, but from their interdependence: the more capacity of novelty
there was in a doctrine, the more rooted in the origin it was and vice versa. Newman started
from a firm conviction: every idea that inspires and takes hold of the lives of men, and in
particular the Christian idea, cannot be an abstract idea, but must take shape concretely,
incarnated in history; it must give form to interpersonal relationships and must interact with
other ideas.

Now, as long as the idea is considered isolated from the flesh, then one can imagine an
immobile idea, as if it were eternally fixed, in the manner of Platonic ideas. Or it may happen
that the disembodied idea is identified with the opinion of each isolated individual, unrelated
to the world and to others. In the latter case, progress will consist in privatizing ideas more
and more, as in the religious liberalism that Newman fought his whole life.

What happens, however, if the idea stays united to the flesh? Then there appears what we can
call an organic and personal model of development. This means that the idea can be compared
to a living being. The idea’s growth over time can then be explained by looking at the
development of living beings and, especially, of personal life.

It is useful here to consider a point made by Robert Spaemann, according to whom the
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contemporary separation between right and left, or conservatives and progressives, comes
from the loss of teleology, that is, of the specific way of experiencing time that is proper to
living organisms. Indeed, in living beings, unlike in inert matter, the past, the present, and the
future are not alien to each other, but are mutually intertwined. Living beings, and especially
human persons, keep the past alive in their memory, as something essential to their identity;
they anticipate the future, with all its novelty, in the present, so that this future springs from
the past and the present as the fruit springs from the plant. Spaemann points out that once
teleology is lost, we also lose the synthesis between the memory of the past and the novelty of
the future. Then there is only room for a dialectic that opposes the preservation of the past to
the novelty of progress. Political left and right are the result of this loss of teleology, which
tears to pieces the unity of history.

As mentioned above, Newman’s vision of the development of doctrine adopts a similar analogy
between the development of the idea of Christianity and the growth of a living organism.
Newman does not think only of the animal in this connection. He thinks rather of human
beings in whom the word or reason dwells in an organic body and develops in time, along a
process that begins at creation and culminates in the resurrection of the flesh. Newman
applies the same analogy to a community or group of people as well.

Thus, when one accepts the division between progressivism and archaism to characterize the
Church, one considers Christianity as an inert reality, formed by parts that are alien to each
other and not by members of the same body. The underlying presupposition is the dualism of
soul and body, which is to say a disembodied Christianity. Overcoming this dialectical
paradigm involves accepting society and the Church as living realities, made up of living
persons who mature in time.

From the vantage point of the analogy with the phenomenon of life, it is possible to
understand the seven criteria (“tests” or “notes”) used by Newman to tell the difference
between a healthy development of doctrine and a corrupt one. Let us look at these seven notes
in turn.

1. Permanence of Form
The first two notes deal with continuity in development. The first note is the permanence of
type or form, which is the exterior appearance of the living reality. Living beings, while
continually changing, can nonetheless be recognized over time as the same. Let us think of the
face of a person: it alters profoundly between childhood and adulthood, and yet we are able to
perceive it as the same person’s face. The analogy is valid as well for a community or for a
nation, such as the English or the French. We observe great transformations in the people
through history, but we can recognize the same, unique identity as well. In all these examples,
each element changes separately, but there is a harmony or conjunction among the parts that
does not vary over time.

It is clear, then, that we must reject any kind of archaism that immobilizes Christian doctrine
without allowing it to grow. If a human face remains identical, even as time goes by, it can be
only an embalmed, dead face. Or let us imagine a face where the shape of the eyes and
eyebrows remain exactly the same, but the lips and cheeks change: we would no longer
recognize it as the same face, because the proportions among the parts would have been
altered. This is why, according to Newman, certain heresies consist in remaining immobile and
not allowing any development.
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2. Continuity of Principles
Whereas the form or type (first note) is the living being in its external manifestation, the
principles constitute its interiority, its soul or vital principle and, in the case of a person, its
name or deepest identity.

Christian principles remain constant throughout time, even before and after the coming of
Christ. For Christ came to give fullness to the Creator’s plan, so that there exists an analogy
between creation and redemption. The law of harmonious development is even valid, then, for
the passage from the Old to the New Testament. This is why Newman affirms that pagans may
have the same principles as believers (if they accept faith in the Creator), while this is not
possible for heretics, for heresy entails a change in Christian principles.

However, this continuity of principles does not imply a static view of them. For how principles
relate to each other sets history in motion in a particular way. Take, for example, these three
principles of Christianity: dogma as revealed truth, faith as human openness to this truth, and
theology as the reflection of the faithful in order to deepen their understanding of the truth of
dogma. When these three principles come together, there appears a dynamism: a gift is given
to us (dogma), we accept it (faith), and, by accepting it, the gift opens a path of growth
(theology).

This is an instance of the more general principle of the Incarnation: the Son of God has
assumed human flesh in order to lead this flesh, through death and resurrection, to the
fulfillment of communion with God. Thus, in Newman’s view of history, the more we receive
the gift, the greater is our gratitude and our collaboration with this gift and, therefore, the
more abundant is its fruit. An opposition between progressivism and archaism would entail,
on the contrary, that we oppose the original gift, inhibiting our capacity to receive the
fruitfulness this gift contains.

3. The Power of Assimilation
In the third note, called the “power of assimilation,” Newman takes into account the
relationship between a living idea and the outside world. One feature of a true development,
as opposed to a corruption, is the ability to interact with the environment, so that, far from the
idea being assimilated by the world around it, it is the idea that assimilates the wholesome and
true elements of the environment, by grafting them into the idea’s own vitality.

Now, the opposition between progressivism and archaism usually happens as a reaction to a
post-Christian and secularized environment. Progressivism and archaism are, in fact, two
ways of situating oneself in the face of modernity and postmodernity. The problem of both
ways of thinking is that they do not define Christianity by itself (as should be the case if
Christianity had a strong sense of identity and vigor) but they define Christianity in opposition
to or in agreement with an alien measure. According to Newman, a healthy development
occurs when Christianity is measured, not from something external to it, but from Christianity
itself and from its capacity to assimilate the environment. This assimilation happens, not only
in a theoretical way, but also through the practices the idea promotes.

4. Logical Sequence
Newman’s fourth note is called “logical sequence.” Since the idea lives in human beings, who
are rational animals, every healthy development of the idea, as opposed to a corruption, must
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follow logical coherence. True, logic does not exhaust human life, but human life contains
logic, and it cannot exist without it; it is the way human thinking is structured.

A consequence of this note is that, although it is true that no doctrinal affirmation captures the
whole truth, there can never be a contradiction between two affirmations in different
centuries. The refusal of something under a certain aspect cannot develop, with the passage of
time, into its affirmation under the same aspect. It cannot happen, for example, that an act,
such as adultery or homosexuality, is a grave sin against the law of God up to the twentieth
century, while becoming a virtuous act and a path to holiness in the twenty-first.

5. Memory
The last three notes explore the three dimensions of time: the past, the future, and the present.
The fifth note concerns memory, since for Newman every true development of doctrine
presupposes a conservative action upon its past. Thus, the more we accept the novelty of a
future development, the more we need to affirm the enduring pertinence and vitality of the
origin, just as a tree bears more abundant fruit the deeper its roots are.

6. Anticipation of the Future in the Past
Whereas this fifth note regards the preserved presence of the past in future ages, the sixth note
is concerned with the anticipatory presence of the future in the past. That is to say, if there is a
development that brings about a novelty, then we must be able to find in the past anticipatory
traces or seeds of this development. Otherwise, this is not a true development, but a
corruption.

7. Chronic Vigor
Newman’s seventh and final note is called “chronic vigor,” and it links the fifth and sixth notes,
the preservation of the past and the anticipation of the future. This note refers in fact to the
continuity of an idea in time without losing vitality. Newman was very impressed by St.
Augustine’s dictum against the Donatists, which moved him towards conversion to
Catholicism: securus iudicat orbis terrarum (“the whole orb of the earth judges with certainty”).
It allowed him to see that the same confession of faith of different regions of the world
subsisted in the Catholic Church and was absent in Anglicanism. Now, we can think of a
similar sentence regarding time: securus iudicat decursus omnium temporum (“the entire
course of time judges with certainty”). For Newman understood how Catholic truth is found
precisely in the coincidence of the different ages among themselves.

If this is true, then it cannot be said, as has been done by some Catholic theologians in
reference to Amoris Laetitia, that the whole Magisterium of the Church is to be reinterpreted
in the light of a recent document. We should rather say that each document illuminates the
previous ones, as much as it is also illuminated by them. The Catholic interpretation of a
document is the one which allows us to read the teaching of different times as a harmonic
whole.

In conclusion, for both an archaist and a progressive view (extrema se tangunt) one thing is
utterly lost: the vision of the Church as a personal and incarnated subject, which grows in time
by remaining faithful to the promise received at the beginning. Both views are blind to what
Pope Francis has called “memory of the future” and the Spanish philosopher Julian Marias
“fidelity to the future.”
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Consequently, the key to overcoming the opposition between progressivism and so-called
traditionalism is the vision of the Church as a living and incarnate subject. This vision of the
Church is only possible if we consider her to be the sacramental body of Christ, born of the
Eucharist to give form to the concrete, bodily life of the Christian people. Now, the doctrinal
crisis that affects the Church today refers precisely to the link between the Eucharist and the
order of bodily relationships lived out by the baptized. This means that this crisis does not
touch only one particular point of Christian doctrine, but it affects the very possibility of
conceiving the continuity of doctrine in time, and thus of overcoming the dichotomy between
progressivism and archaism. When a sacrament is reduced to a sign of social belonging or to
an emotional comfort, so that it ceases to reflect the concrete relationships that are lived in the
flesh, then we undermine the personal structure of the Church, and we are left only with the
fruitless opposition between the old and the new.

Newman attests that another option is possible, not indeed a middle way (via media), but what
we can call a living way (cf. Heb 10:20), which infuses life into the past and the future, thus
integrating them. In this regard, it is interesting to notice how Newman saw the development
of the Christian idea in relationship to the development of his own life. There is a parallel, in
fact, between the Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine and the Apologia pro vita sua,
which is a history of his religious opinions up to his conversion. In the latter, Newman
describes his path into the Catholic Church as a harmonious development from his early
religious views. It is no coincidence that Newman converted as he was about to finish his essay
on development. The realization that the Church was a living subject, a realization that helped
him overcome the sterile opposition between progressives and conservatives, allowed
Newman to acknowledge the life that was growing within him, a life capable of uniting, in
Christ, the origin of everything with its overflowing fullness.

José Granados DCJM is Superior General of the Disciples of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary and co-
founder of the Veritas Amoris Project. He is the co-author, with Carl Anderson, of Called to Love:
Approaching John Paul II's Theology of the Body.
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Tradition: Pieper, the Underground Man, and Us
MARK MILOSCH

Dostoevsky’s underground man makes a remarkable antitype of the concept of tradition that
Josef Pieper proposed in much of his work, re-rooting tradition firmly in revelation and
making it the necessary center of any truly human existence. I would like to introduce the
underground man and draw out some oppositions between life within tradition and in the
underground, throwing light on where we stand today in the task of receiving and passing on
tradition.

The underground man is the name critics give to the first-person narrator of the short novel
Notes from the Underground (1861). The title could as well be translated as notes from “under
the floorboards”; both images set this figure up as addressing us from something like a
crawlspace—cramped, airless, dark, peering upward from below. The underground man
begins his story by launching into a long philosophical rant against various 19th-century
ideologies, which he perceives to be attempts to limit and control him. He then relates a series
of his own disastrous encounters with others: an officer who barely knows him, some men he
had been at school with many years earlier, and a prostitute. All of them are farcical misfires
in which he behaves meanly and contemptibly.

Humanity does possess a sacred tradition which originates in divine speech, and
theology, philosophy, and, beyond that, humanity itself cannot truly live without
this tradition.

Most striking is the shape of the underground man’s thought. Obsessed with what he imagines
we think of him, the underground man continually tries to anticipate and oppose our
reactions. Repeatedly he condemns himself, convinced he can manipulate us into exonerating
or approving him; then, unsure of himself, he takes back his self-condemnations in order to
show us that he doesn’t care what we think. In all this he proves deeply flawed yet
astonishingly acute. Outwardly shameless and vulgar but inwardly deeply ashamed, he denies
and flaunts his obsessions and insecurities, his appetite for humiliation, cruelty to others, and
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the entire pettiness of his interior life. Desperate to stay one step in front of our anticipated
judgements, his thought moves always in a tight loop.

“Well, even in toothache there is enjoyment,” I answer. I had a toothache for a
whole month and I know there is. In that case, of course, people are not spiteful
in silence, but moan; but they are not candid moans, they are malignant moans,
and the malignancy is the whole point. The enjoyment of the sufferer finds
expression in those moans; if he did not feel enjoyment in them he would not
moan. It is a good example, gentlemen, and I will develop it ... Well, in all these
recognitions and disgraces it is that there lies a voluptuous pleasure. As though
he would say: “I am worrying you, I am lacerating your hearts, I am keeping
everyone in the house awake. Well, stay awake then, you, too, feel every minute
that I have a toothache. I am not a hero to you now, as I tried to seem before,
but simply a nasty person, an impostor. Well, so be it, then! I am very glad that
you see through me. It is nasty for you to hear my despicable moans: well, let it
be nasty; here I will let you have a nastier flourish in a minute....”

The question of tradition does not come up for the underground man. It is evident, reflecting
on the novel, that it cannot exist for him, for he is the man who exists after the break with
tradition is complete. The underground man is not supported by a tradition which he takes
seriously or lives with confidence. He has never considered tradition a potential answer to
anything. As his rant progresses, his obsession with himself, with us, and with the strangers he
encounters, leaves us to wonder about his family, friends, community. Initially we sense their
odd absence, as they fail to appear where they normally would according to the conventions of
a 19th-century story.

Gradually, we realize that he is not engaged in any of these, that is, these human relationships
in which tradition is received and lived. He has no intimate or lasting relationships; he also
seems to live without social obligations or fixed roles, responsibilities, or expectations to meet.
He evidently lacks even the concept of such things. He is alone with his consciousness. It is as a
result of this that his consciousness is so acute yet flawed, his interior conversation structured
in relation to projections of other people. It becomes obsessive, wounded, morbid, spiteful,
with envy and hatred of others and self-contempt reinforcing each other; the image of others
becomes grotesque, and in proportion to his obsession with not being controlled or dominated
by other people, he becomes a slave to his unreal projections of them. Lacking real social
bonds, his individuality is wiped out, and in keeping with this, we never learn his name.
Dostoevsky introduces the underground man in an authorial footnote as a “representative of a
generation still living,” adding that “such persons as the writer of these notes not only may, but
positively must, exist in our society, when we consider the circumstances in the midst of which
our society is formed.”

* * *

On the other hand, tradition is at the heart of all of Josef Pieper’s philosophical work.
Whatever he takes as his subject—whether, for example, leisure, the four cardinal virtues,
festival, or language in its relation to power—he reflects on it as an aspect of the Christian and
classical tradition. He explores this tradition, describing and “reasoning together” about it,
searching through its etymologies, looking for its center, for its long and common threads.

The style is the man, and Pieper’s style is entirely traditional. This is true in some superficial
ways. Pieper’s books refer familiarly to the great names, deeds and customs of the ancient and
medieval world. Latin or Greek words or phrases appear on almost every page—the loci
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classici of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine, Aquinas.

Yet, the contrast between the rhetoric of Pieper’s classical tradition and Dostoevsky’s
underground rhetoric goes as deep as the abyss between the personality implicit in the
Christian tradition and its underground antitype. We sense this in many ways. While it feels
like the underground man is eyeball-to-eyeball with us, clutching our lapels, Pieper’s address
to us is made at a greater distance. As we read, it seems as if he is not even standing at a
lectern but someplace unfamiliar, somehow more public and civic—perhaps he something of
the magister in the ancient agora. Standing or not, his posture is the opposite of cramped. He
ranges widely in time and space, and his tone evokes a space bright, clear, vast and open.
Natural to this are his mention of the Platonic academy in ancient Athens, Rome and its seven
hills, olive groves and laurels.

* * *

The underground man is now over 150 years old, yet seems to be still with us today and as
relevant as ever. He became the prototype of the protagonists of Dostoevsky’s great novels
Crime and Punishment, The Idiot, Devils, and The Brothers Karamazov, and later of the
twentieth-century existential antihero, most obviously in the cases of Sartre and Camus.
Frankly at this point his progeny are so numerous that the lines of filiation would be
impossible to trace—another index of his relevance. Yet it is striking how often critics refer to
the underground man as if he were wormlike, alien, or vile. (Dostoevsky might well have had a
knowing laugh about that.) For this underground type, which was exceptional when
Dostoevsky portrayed him in acute form in 1861, has by now become an everyday reality,
recognizable all around us—or in us. No doubt some things have changed since 1861: the
break with tradition having receded into a more distant past, tradition has disappeared from
ever more levels of life and language. In short, the underground man is now less the exception
than the social rule.

This new context invites a straightforward question: I will put the question of tradition
sharply: can the underground man of 2021 still receive tradition? Is this possible? Is there a
problem, and what is the nature of the problem and the solution? I might add, can he receive it
from a messenger like Pieper? For Pieper and his tradition are now the alien ones. Let us look,
for example, at Tradition: Concept & Claim.[1] Here, Pieper begins, in classical fashion, by
enumerating and considering separately the elements which give the concept of tradition its
proper meaning. These turn out to be such items as: when considering an act of tradition, we
think always of two partners, one who transmits, another who receives; that discussion or
mutual influence are outside the substance of the act; the partners “are not in a certain sense
contemporaries of one another” but represent different generations; that the transmitter
hands down something that is not self-generated but received from someone else; that the
receiving party “really accepts and receives the tradendum”; and that the tradition is not
handed down and received as tradition merely but above all as the truth of what is central to
life.

In drawing out the presuppositions and implications of the concept, Pieper systematically
works his way toward his main point: humanity does possess a sacred tradition which
originates in divine speech, and theology, philosophy, and, beyond that, humanity itself cannot
truly live without this tradition.

This is a strong formulation of what tradition is and of what is at stake with it. Many of the
asides he makes along the way amount to similarly strong claims on related questions:
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—On an original revelation to humanity. “This tale, however, really refers back
to a divine revelation that took place ‘in the beginning,’ an ‘original revelation.’
I am convinced of this, in agreement with countless other Christian teachers
whose ranks reach from Justin Martyr and Augustine to John Henry Newman”
... so that the Apostles and the ancients “... both are understood as the first
recipients of a message that reached them from the divine sphere, and
therefore they are the first links in the chain of tradition that began with
them.”

[2]

—Traditions versus Tradition. “A proper distinction and ordering is only
possible if the unique status of sacred tradition is recognized and accepted. It is
TRADITION within tradition. Yves Congar has distinguished between ‘The
tradition’ (singular) and the plural ‘traditions’... The explicit respect for the
unimpeachable character of the sacred tradition presupposes the possibility of
relativizing other traditions and in fact makes it possible and reasonable ...
Genuine consciousness of tradition makes one positively free and independent
in the face of conservatisms, which worry obsessively about the cultivation of
the ‘traditions.’”

[3]

—On the substance of Tradition. “What does the ‘message transmitted from of
old,’ of which we are told in [Plato’s] dialogues, have to say? It says that the
world has arisen out of the ungrudging kindness of a creator; that God holds the
beginning, middle, and end of all things in his hands; that spirit is Lord and
rules over the whole of the world; that mankind has lost its original perfection
through guilt and punishment; that on the other side of death an absolutely just
court awaits us all; that the soul is immortal—and so forth.”

[4]

—Tradition is justified by its truth. “Why is it, they ask, that a duty has been
violated, if we simply let what had been handed down rest on its laurels, so that
we can say, think, and do something totally different? We can only hope that
someone hears this radical question and gives an existentially believable and
equally radical answer, ‘the’ answer that goes to the heart of things: that among
the many things that are more or less worth preserving and may have been
accumulated as ‘tradition,’ there is in the last analysis only one traditional good
that it is absolutely necessary to preserve unchanged, namely the gift that is
received and handed on in the sacred tradition. I say ‘necessary’ because this
tradition comes from a divine source; because each generation needs it for a
truly human existence; because no people and no brilliant individual can
replace it on their own or even add anything valid to it.”

[5]

* * *

Can the underground man of 2021 receive this, indeed? One might update the underground
man in many ways. One of the more obvious would have him, in his rant, highly attuned to the
contemporary news cycle, occupying his silo in the division into warring opinion groups,
compulsively surfing the Internet, racking up long hours of screen time in his ‘off’ hours, his
mind teeming with arguments, responses, provocations. Whether he comes at his antagonists
from the Left or Right would make little difference; he comes, as the original underground
man said of himself, “out of a retort.” In his narration, he would drift from one superficial or
pseudo-relationship to another, from city to city, job to job, drawing more emotion from social
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media than the people around him, reacting to them only through obsessions fed by addictive
media.

Or perhaps as a woman, retailing her own frustrations and complaints, projecting them as
social problems and into politics. Her conflicts could be with employers, men, her mother, with
anyone who cannot be pressed into the interpretations she imposes on them. She believes she
has a “rich inner life.”

How easily one ends up just like the critics, making the underground man more alien than he
is so that we don’t have to see ourselves in him. The true perspective on the underground man
is gained when we look inward. The retort that he lives should be uncomfortably familiar to us
all. Since the break with tradition became the social rule, we live in the shadow of the
underground and can feel how it echoes in and shapes our own consciousness.

Pieper, too, seems to have looked into the underground within. Where his writings touch on
these themes, his tone frequently shifts, taking on a simple piercing power. He recognized the
“destructive and eradicating power” of the modern underground:

complete rootlessness. ... it surrounds itself with the restlessness of a perpetual
moving picture of meaningless shows, and with the literally deafening noise of
impressions and sensations breathlessly rushing past the windows of the
senses. Behind the flimsy pomp of its façade dwells absolute nothingness; it is a
world of, at most, ephemeral creations ... a world which to the piercing eye of
the healthy mind untouched by its contagion, appears like the amusement
quarter of a big city in the hard brightness of a winter morning: desperately
bare, disconsolate, and ghostly.

Yet in the clarity of these bleak images, there is a possibility of hope. This is the state into
which God bends His mercy.

For Pieper what is at issue in the act of tradition is Christian faith itself. He is categorical about
this: he allows no separation between tradition and faith, as if one could pass on the faith
minus the tradition part, or a tradition could be received by one who does not believe it to be
true. Christianity itself is a tradition, and Pieper upholds as strong a view of faith as of
tradition. Whatever the depth of our crises, faith is and will be handed down and received.
Dostoevsky renders a similar answer. Though the underground man remains in his self-
constructed hell under the floorboards, at the close of Crime and Punishment Sonia hands on
the sacred tradition to the murderer Raskolnikov. The stages of his receiving it are the stages
of his own regeneration, and his last words in the novel—“Can her convictions not be mine
now? Her feelings, her aspirations, at least....” And so Dostoevsky moves his characters out of
the stifling attics, dark tenement corridors, and pothouse stenches of St. Petersburg and places
them out of doors, in Siberia on “warm, bright, spring days” after Easter, with icons and
crosses, memories of childhood religious experiences, and dreams of birds singing, and green
grass; this last image recalls Ivan’s concession to Alyosha, in The Brothers Karamazov, that the
“sticky little leaves... I will love them only thinking of you.”

Mark Milosch is the author of Modernizing Bavaria: The Politics of Franz Josef Strauss and the
CSU, 1949‒1969. He has a law degree and a doctorate in modern European history, and has
worked in foreign affairs for the U.S. Congress, a federal agency, and a nonprofit foundation. He
lives in Maryland.
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[1] Joseph Pieper, Tradition: Concept & Claim, trans. E. Christian Kopff (St. Augustine’s Press,
2010).

[2] Ibid., 30.

[3] Ibid., 43.

[4] Ibid., 33.

[5] Ibid., 35.
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Owning the Future: Between Genealogy and Tradition
TERENCE SWEENEY

One may not expect to find a reflection on the future within a collection on the nature of
tradition. The conceptual and narrative framework of tradition seems oriented to the past.
However, if tradition is central to theological reflection and to the shape our lives, then
tradition must have a word for the future. It must be able to speak of the future; otherwise,
Christians will leave the future to others. To see this, I want to indicate a lacuna in Alasdair
MacIntyre’s Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry. MacIntyre, a prominent Catholic
philosopher, advocates for a narrative account of ethics which allows for the shared
cultivation of virtue. In this text, he sets up an argument between three modes of thinking
about ethics and history: Encyclopedia, Genealogy, and Tradition. For MacIntyre, the
superiority of any one of these versions of moral enquiry depends on its capacity for narrative.
To determine if one view can prevail over the other entails considering their relative capacity
to offer a narrative of the human condition. Ascertaining the superior narrative requires that
we determine “which [narrative] is able to include its rivals within it, not only to retell their
stories as episodes within its story, but to tell the story of the telling of their stories as such
episodes.” Tradition, as MacIntyre shows, can do just that. Christian tradition narrates the
human community better than either the naïve encyclopedic version (liberal modernity) or the
more astute genealogical approach.

In a Christ-forgetting world, Christians need to counteract rival versions of human flourishing
to create the conditions for evangelization. This necessitates better accounts of history,
including out-narrating genealogical thinking. This is not simple, considering genealogies’
analyses of the contingencies and power dynamics operative in history. Genealogy unmasks
practices in which dominant discourses present themselves as inevitable. It enables rich
considerations of origins, events, ruptures, and transgressions in history. Despite my
admiration for genealogy, MacIntyre shows the narrative superiority of Christian tradition
regarding the past. And yet, this is an insufficient victory. If MacIntyre told Nietzsche how
tradition can out-narrate genealogy, I think Nietzsche would scoff. The heart of genealogical
thinking was never about the past: it is about the future. If tradition “wins” the past,
genealogical thinking is quite happy to take second place, as long as it wins the future.
MacIntyre does not offer a full enough account of tradition because his narrative remains
overly situated in the past. If our work is to out-narrate genealogical inquiry, then we must
find a way for tradition to articulate a better version of the future. In what follows, I will try to
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do just that. This requires considering why Nietzsche thinks genealogy is about the future,
while studying the relative strength of his vision to learn from it. Tradition can prevail only if
it learns from the intellectual traditions it prevails over. I will then indicate why tradition
offers a superior account of the future in its capacity to foster new beginnings and in its
openness to the God who comes.

History Is for the Future
In 1873, Friedrich Nietzsche began his Untimely Meditations. They were untimely because they
were written against his time, written for the future that they were meant to prophesy and
construct. His second meditation, On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life, seems to
offer a narrative of the past in such a way as to claim a dominant account of moral inquiry (à
la MacIntyre). But if we think the Untimely Meditations is about offering a “correct” version of
the past, we miss the force of Nietzsche’s work. We transpose it into the fact-checking mode of
thought that he so loathed. Such a mode of historical thought stands “guard over history to see
that nothing comes out of it except more history, and certainly no real events!” For Nietzsche,
the goal of the great is to craft such events, to ensure that history is not simply “one damn
thing after another.” Liberal modernity—the modernity of the bourgeois purchaser of
encyclopedias—offers the false veneer of newness, but only in the sense of prefabricated and
so pre-determined newness. This enables “people to have some new thing to chatter about for
a while, and then something newer still, and in the meantime go on doing what they have
always done.” For such a progressivism, the future is here already precisely because the
future—as difference—is never allowed to happen. As determined, the future is just the past
with a new outfit.

Christian ethics is thus an ethics not of development or even of habits but of
conversion—the moment of beginning in each life. What tradition carries and
enables is the possibility of this conversion, this turning towards the future and to
the God who comes.

Nietzsche wants a future that is not determined. He sees history as helpful for this because
history (rightly understood) teaches us that the past was contingent. What is was once only
possible. In contrast, whiggish moderns and Hegelians see history as a determinate unfolding.
Nothing, it turns out, was ever possible. Since nothing was possible, nothing about the future is
possible either. Genealogical thinking disrupts this sense of the past to show the networks of
contingencies that lead what might have been to actually be. This is particularly the case with
examples of human greatness. The Nietzschean learns from the past that “the greatness that
once existed was in any event once possible and may thus be possible again.” By discovering
the possibilities of the past, Nietzsche hopes to reestablish possibility for the future.

In disclosing the contingency of the past, genealogical thinking “re-possibilizes” the future. For
Nietzsche, this means action in the form of overcoming is possible. The point of history is to
reveal the greatness in the great while overlooking the muddling mediocrity of dwarves who
stand between the great. What history allows us to see is the “great fighters against history…
against the blind power of the actual.” These are the men who “bothered little with the ‘thus it
is’ so as to follow ‘thus it shall be’ with a more cheerful pride.” Seeing the future as the open
temporality of possibility, these great figures made history by transforming the future. This is
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the ground of Nietzsche’s core claim: “Only he who constructs the future has a right to judge the
past.” Those who forge the future by their dynamic creating are the only ones who can truly
judge the past.

Transforming the future transforms the past. History is of use inasmuch as it reminds us that
another moment of greatness may yet be and that my task is to perform this great work.
Nietzsche’s response to MacIntyre will be structured by his basic claim that even if tradition
can out-narrate the genealogical, it is the genealogical which reorients us to the future, and the
future will transform the past. Nietzsche rejects the progressive or Hegelian visions of history
for their overdetermination of the past and so determination of the future. The point of
genealogical thinking is to think the past as contingent and so restore the future as
undetermined, as the space of possibility. In the third essay in Untimely Meditations, he
explains that this is what allows for “the favorable conditions under which those great men
can come into existence.” The goal of history as educative is to create “the conditions for the
production of genius.” History is made by the great, by those who overcome their time by
making a different future.

Tradition Is Futural
Can tradition offer a more compelling vision of the future, one that reestablishes possibility
beyond the production of commodified difference in progressive or encyclopedic history but
also surpasses the Nietzschean Übermensch? Tradition is grounded in the past. Looking to the
past, receiving from the past, we hand on the past to the future. The future is, in part,
determined by the past, in that what has been believed and done is what is to be believed and
done. This seemingly leaves us with the choice between Nietzschean dynamism and traditional
stasis. Even if tradition takes work and active reception, what is received as deposit is what is
and will always be. We cannot, then, out-narrate Nietzsche when it comes to the future.
However, this is to misread the nature of Christianity. Christian tradition is fundamentally
about the future, has a more dynamic possibilizing force for the future, and is the only
tradition that allows for the future not only to come from us but also to come from the future.
In short, in McIntyrean terms, tradition provides a better “narration” of the future on
Nietzschean grounds while also transcending Nietzsche.

Importantly, the past matters for both the genealogist and the Christian traditionalist. For the
genealogical thinker, the past matters because it enables the dynamic creation of the future.
Why does the past matter for the Christian traditionalist? The past matters as an expression of
our fidelity to an event and a person. There is, then, a sense that the work of tradition is the
work of memory. We want to hold in intimacy the event of Jesus’ presence on earth. This
fidelity is expressed in a commitment to hand on faithfully what has been handed on about the
event of Christ. The depositum fidei is a sacred and saving trust. Sacred because it is holy and
the task of receiving it is sanctifying; saving because what is handed on is both the news of our
salvation and the source of our salvation (particularly the sacraments). This fidelity structures
the form of life that is Christianity, which manifests in the plurality of Christian lives. Fidelity
forms a community. It is the rock of the community as guided by the apostolic constitution of
the Church.

Tradition, in this sense, is deeply rooted in the past. But is this its exclusive temporal
dimension? No, because fidelity is for the future. The task of tradition is not merely to receive
but to hand on. Further, what we receive is what shapes our expectation. Consider the Apostles
gazing up on the Ascension. They are told, “[T]his same Jesus, which is taken up from you into
heaven, shall come in like manner as you have seen him go into heaven” (Acts 1:11). The task
of tradition is to keep in our memory—and so in the heart of our being—the remembrance of
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this same Jesus and how He ascended. For it is how He ascended that this same Jesus will
descend again. Our memory is an expectation for the future; tradition is fidelity to the future.

The word for this faithful expectation is hope. Tradition—if it is not to be malformed into a
rigid attachment to a particular past—must be suffused with hope. Theological tradition is
impossible without hope. Nietzsche tells the young man, “Draw about yourself the fence of a
great and comprehensive hope, of a hope-filled striving.” His genealogical work is meant to be
an overcoming of despair, which is the sense that what has been will ever be. For the
Christian, tradition is marked by a similar hope. The Apostle Peter writes, “We have the firm
prophetical word: whereunto you do well to attend, as to a light that shineth in a dark place,
until the day dawns, and the day star arises in your hearts” (2 Peter 1:19). The prophetical
word that we carry is the light that prepares us for the day star. This hope guarantees for us
that the sordidness of the past will not forever mar the future.

Even if Christian tradition is futural because eschatological, can it provide a counter-narrative
to equal Nietzschean genealogy’s vision of the future? For Nietzsche, the disadvantage of
history arises when its orientation towards the past makes the newness of the future
impossible. Too much history for a man forms the “great and ever greater pressure of what is
past,” the weight of which “pushes him down or bends him sideways.” Nietzsche sees Christian
tradition as just such a weight. A stultifying past that necessitates what the future has is all the
past gives to the present.

However, Christian tradition—while faithful to its Founder and its work of handing on the
deposit of faith—is about beginnings. Augustine writes of God’s intention in creating humans,
“So that beginnings would be, humans were created.” This principle—what Hannah Arendt
calls natality—is a core claim of any robust Christian anthropology. While Nietzsche might see
such beginnings as features of the vanishingly rare Übermenschen, Augustine sees this radical
inbreaking of the new in each person and her deeds. Each of us can overcome the old man and
put on the new. Our natality images God’s newness. God declares in delight, “See, I am doing a
new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?” (Isaiah 43:19). God is the God of
newness, man the creature of beginnings. Christian ethics is thus an ethics not of development
or even of habits but of conversion—the moment of beginning in each life. What tradition
carries and enables is the possibility of this conversion, this turning towards the future and to
the God who comes.

In Schopenhauer as Educator, Nietzsche wisely claims that the goodness of a culture and
education depends on its “production of the philosopher, the artist, and the saint.” For this is
the ever-present hope of the Nietzschean future: that the great man will arise. If this is the
measure, then I submit that Christian tradition—ever ancient, ever new—most certainly is the
seedbed of the future. If it can be said that no one can fully anticipate the Nietzschean
Übermensch, then certainly it can be said that no one could have anticipated St. Francis, or St.
Dominic, who was described as “stupefyingly free.” Consider the wide diversity of the saints,
their startling newness, their world-transforming presence. Who could have anticipated
Augustine preaching in Hippo, Francis Xavier evangelizing in Japan, Dorothy Day advocating
in the bowery, Mother Teresa nurturing in the gutters of Calcutta? Who could anticipate the
quiet saints of family life, small parishes, and forgotten monasteries? Nietzsche, so captivated
by the great man, cannot see the stupefying originality of the saints whom none of us have
even heard of, nor of the saints that are yet to be. To paraphrase MacIntyre, to live in the
Christian tradition is to promote many new, doubtless very different, St. Benedicts. These
saints of the future, these new beginnings, are testimonies of the future focus of tradition.
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This is echoed in art and philosophy. Christian creativity, rich in tradition and originality, is
the source of musicians from Prudentius to Arvo Pärt, artists from Fra Angelico to George
Roualt, and writers from Chaucer to Marilynne Robinson. Our philosophy stretches from the
clarity of Thomas to the rich enigmas of Pascal, from the boldness of Catherine dialoguing with
God to the fortitude of philosopher-martyr Edith Stein. And as the Christian tradition enters
the fullness of its global reality, the whole world sends up saints, philosophers, and artists
faithful to a tradition that opens up a future beyond any of our expectations. Yes, Nietzsche,
draw about yourself a great and comprehensive hope! Draw about yourself the tradition of
Christianity!

Christ Is Coming
Christian tradition is futural and can provide a vision for the future that at the very least rivals
the Nietzschean vision. Beyond these two claims is the truth that only the Christian tradition
allows the future to come to us instead of coming from us. Nietzsche’s great hope is that the
future is open to possibility; however, Nietzsche insists that the future is forged by us from the
present. He tells the young and the great to “form within yourself an image to which the future
shall correspond.” The Übermensch is to be “the architect of the future.” The future always
comes from us.

Christian tradition holds this view to some extent as well; we have the work of forming a
culture that raises saints out of our hope-filled fidelity. But the Christian tradition is centered
on hope as our memory of the future. To be a Christian is to live in the season of Advent, to
await the future that comes. What comes—the Advent we hope for—is not constructed by us. It
is neither grown from the soil of the past nor forged in the moment of the present. It is the
truly futural because it alone comes from the future. Nietzsche, who so dearly wanted to clear
the future of determination, ends up substituting determinism with self-determinism. This still
means that the future is determined. There is, then, a genealogical connection between
Nietzsche’s hope for an undetermined history and his later doctrine of the eternal recurrence
of the same. The diversity and freedom of the future, if it always comes from us, ends with us
being not particularly diverse.

Beyond any determination of the future, Christ tells us that we know neither the hour nor the
day, and that eye has not seen, nor ear heard. Why is this so important? Because for the
Christian the future is not made by us. It is beyond determination, overdeterminate in the
richness of the dynamizing possibility of the God for whom all things are possible. The future
does not simply arise from the past, nor the present as it does for Nietzsche (and the
encyclopedists, Hegelians, Marxists, and Progressives). Each denies a future that is wholly
futural, that comes from God to us. The Christian alone allows the future to be the future, and
so lives in hope. Nietzschean hope is constructed just as his future is constructed. It ends up
being despair in the form of his amor fati. Nietzsche helps us restore our sense of the futural
nature of tradition, reminds us that the test of our fidelity is its raising up of saints, artists, and
philosophers, and reconnects tradition to the startling newness of God. But beyond
Nietzschean genealogy, we find that Christian tradition is the openness in our life to the God
who comes. Christian tradition—rooted in the past—holds open the space for the future. This
is the space of prayer, of hope, of fidelity, of saintly deeds, and of a vigil that prays, “Come,
Lord Jesus!”

Terence Sweeney has a doctorate in philosophy from Villanova University, where he is an adjunct
professor. He is theologian-in-residence at the Collegium Institute for Catholic Thought and
Culture at the University of Pennsylvania. He is also editor and associate director of the
Genealogies of Modernity Project. He attends St. Francis de Sales in West Philly, where he is a
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sacristan. He and his wife are raising two girls. You can find him on Twitter @TerenceJSweeney.
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The Idea of Tradition in Del Noce
CARLO LANCELLOTTI

On several occasions in the course of his reflections on the history of ideas, Augusto Del Noce
(1910‒1989) brings up the concept of “tradition” as key to understanding the fundamental
conflict playing itself out in contemporary history. As is his intellectual habit, he deliberately
goes beyond a purely phenomenological or sociological analysis and strives to understand the
properly philosophical significance of this term. He argues that the concept “tradition” is fully
meaningful only within a certain “metaphysical context” and quickly becomes ideological if it
is separated from it. In what follows, I will review the main Del Nocean theses about the
meaning of tradition and some of their implications.

1. Tradition is from the “past” but about the
“eternal”
First of all, Del Noce emphasizes that there is an easy way to misunderstand the word
“tradition”: by taking it simply in its etymological sense, without observing that from a
philosophical perspective the etymology is in fact “rather ambiguous.” The word tradition
means “handing down” but one can hand down both good and bad things. Clearly, “we cannot
attribute ‘value’ based on tradition. It is clear that nothing ‘has value’ only because it has been
handed down, since, for instance, the rituals of black masses or the most evil arts are also
handed down and taught.” From this elementary observation Del Noce concludes that “it is
completely evident that ‘value’ is the foundation of tradition and not the other way around.
However, the formula ‘traditional values’ has the following meaning: there exist absolute and
supra-historical values which ‘therefore’ must be ‘handed down.’ There exists an ‘order’ which
is unchangeable, even for God Himself.”[1] If there were no permanent values, there would be
nothing to hand down, and each generation would be forced to define its own values based on
historical circumstances. So, the philosophical presupposition implicit in the concept of
tradition is that some values are not just historically conditioned. Tradition is “not the
preservation of a past, but the recognition of an order of eternal and metaphysical values,
which therefore must be handed down and transmitted from one generation to the next.”[2]
The content of tradition comes from the past but concerns the eternal, the unchangeable.
Reducing tradition to the handing down of a past falls into traditionalism.
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2. Tradition presupposes the “metaphysics of
being”
Thus, the idea of tradition is tied to what Del Noce calls “Platonism” because “it is impossible to
speak of ‘tradition’ without making reference to the thesis that ‘truth in itself’ and ‘good in
itself’ are absolute, eternal, etc.”[3] This thesis, in turn, is tied to the idea of a universal
rationality, the Platonic Logos. Tradition properly understood is inseparable from “the
essential metaphysical principle … which says that everything that is participates necessarily
in universal principles, which are the eternal and immutable essences contained in the
permanent actuality of the divine intellect. … The primacy of contemplation, the primacy of
the immutable, and the reality of an eternal order are equivalent affirmations.”[4] So, in
metaphysical terms, “[t]raditional spirit means affirming the primacy of being, the primacy of
the unchangeable, the primacy of intellectual intuition, or affirming the ontological value of
the principle of non-contradiction.”[5] Del Noce opposes this “metaphysics of being” to the
“metaphysics of becoming” which in the modern age found its classical expression in Hegel,
and which also shaped the thought of Marx and his successors up to our day. According to this
second view, there is no “given” order of being because truth is the “result” of the dialectical
process of history, and morality consists in serving such process. Therefore, the very concept
of “tradition” makes no sense, since it presupposes a

metaphysical-theological conception of an objective order of being, such that
morality consists in respecting it. According to this view, there is, in brief, a
universal and eternal reason, higher than man, which provides the foundation
for the hierarchy and the absoluteness of values. Therefore, values cannot be
reduced to any psychological and sociological explanation ... Participating in
this order is regarded as the foundation of man’s autonomy and dignity.[6]

Participating in this order is also the foundation of the possibility of a form of authority which
is liberating (because “the affirmation of the super-human is what frees man from dependence
on other men”[7]) and not repressive.

In order to be handed down, a value must be eternal, must “transcend” social,
economic, and cultural circumstances; but by this very fact, that same value cannot
ever be “exhausted” by the historically-conditioned ways in which it is expressed
by the thinkers of any historical period.

3. Tradition involves historical formulations of
meta-historical truths
Del Noce’s observation that the content of tradition is necessarily meta-historical has a very
important consequence: tradition cannot ever be entirely reduced to the specific formulation
given to it by a particular historical age. This is probably the most profound aspect of the Del
Nocean reflection on tradition, though it may seem, at first, paradoxical. In order to be handed
down, a value must be eternal, must “transcend” social, economic, and cultural circumstances;
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but by this very fact, that same value cannot ever be “exhausted” by the historically-
conditioned ways in which it is expressed by the thinkers of any historical period. To be
genuine, tradition must be “old” and “new” at the same time. Every generation faces new
circumstances, and thus needs to rediscover anew what is handed down from the past and
make it its own by discovering what Del Noce calls new “virtualities” of tradition, meaning
aspects that went unnoticed by our predecessors because they faced different questions. In
order to continue, tradition must “react” to the new historical questions we face so that we can
verify its truth yet again.[8]

To explain this dynamic of tradition, Del Noce refers to Plato’s idea of ἀνάμνησις (anamnesis):

The meta-historical and super-human nature of the truth implies that its fixity
includes the aspect of being ulterior to every possible way of expressing it, and
thus of being inexhaustibly capable of expressing itself in yet-to-be-defined
forms. However, this statement must be purified of all subjectivist aspects: it is
the same identical truth which, because of its transcendence, is reached
through an ascesis of conscience which necessarily has a historical character: it
is a “personal perspective.” This type of rediscovery recalls the Platonic theory
of anamnesis. It is a knowledge that man has forgotten, even though somehow
he still possesses it obscurely. Such knowledge is reawakened, not without great
difficulty and effort, in the presence of the sensitive world. This theory stops
being a myth if one understands the meaning of “sensitive world” in the more
general sense, which includes the world of history.[9]

As he says elsewhere, “An idea needs to be distinguished from the formula in which it is
expressed,”[10] because “metaphysical truth simultaneously reveals and hides itself in the
sensible formula that expresses it, which is simply an occasion for anamnesis ... When neo-
positivism looks at the sensible formula, it has every right to declare it meaningless.”[11]
Therefore, a tradition cannot ever be “fixed” in a “treatise,” in a closed set of propositions. To
do so inevitably leads to forms of rationalism and ultimately to the betrayal of the tradition
itself, by denying its power to address and judge new historical circumstances. In the history of
thought, Del Noce says, the question of explicating the “virtualities” of tradition and of freeing
eternal truths from their contingent historical formulations was the focal point of the work of
John Henry Newman. Del Noce considered a thorough examination of this question essential
to arrive at an adequate (non-relativistic) redefinition of “liberalism” in the political
sphere.[12]

4. Tradition is tied to the religious dimension
This awareness of the “transcendence” of the truth also explains why there exists a necessary
link between tradition and religion in the broadest sense, as the discovery of the
mysteriousness of reality. Genuine traditional thought recognizes that the truth remains
“obscure.”

The meta-historicity of the truth and its obscurity establish the connection
between tradition and the sacred. It is the affirmation of the eternal within
man, of the locus where the foundation of the human order and the foundation
of being coincide; hence, “authority.” At the same time, obscurely, so that
authority must be realized as discipline in order to eliminate the elements of
deceit which prevent the intuition of the truth (where the word intuition is used
according to its etymology, in which “intueri” means “to see.” The visual
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metaphor indicates that truth is not man’s doing). The need to explain this
obscurity is the reason why philosophy according to the traditional spirit is
inseparable from the idea of a fall, of an original sin.[13]

Conversely, the “metaphysics of becoming” is tied to rationalism, to the denial of
transcendence and the affirmation of the “normality” of the human condition, which in Del
Noce’s view is the original option which in the long run led to modern atheism.[14]

5. Revolution as the negation of tradition
According to Del Noce, the negation of the idea of tradition is the modern idea of revolution, as
found in particular in Marxism. It is important to emphasize that for Del Noce what makes
Marx a paradigmatic thinker is not his social-historical analyses but the fact that he grasps
perfectly the philosophical significance of the idea of revolution, and its opposition to the idea
of tradition. “At the theoretical level Marxism draws its significance from being the most
radical negation, simultaneously and inseparably, of original sin and of the principle of non-
contradiction, the affirmation of the primacy of being over becoming, which is the foundation
of classical metaphysics and of the idea of tradition. Every revolutionary negation of
traditional value depends on this initial negation.”[15] Thus, for Marx, “revolution means
radical liberation from authority, but such a rejection implies also the rejection of tradition,
and the rejection of tradition implies the rejection of metaphysical-religious thought.”[16]

It is important to observe that Marx’s philosophy has been the paradigm of other forms of
revolutionary thought that have marked culture over the last two centuries. In particular, the
revolutionary idea is very much present in what Del Noce describes as the “affluent” or
“technological” or “permissive” society of the modern West. Even if this society rejects the
specifically Marxist form of (class-based) revolution, its proposal “pushes to the limit the idea
of total revolution, if revolution means a radical break with tradition.”[17] Starting in the
mid-1950s

renewal was understood as liberation from the constraints and ideals of
tradition, which were regarded as invalid precisely because they belonged to
the past; … Therefore, man was cut off from the past and at the same time
deprived of any tension toward the future (in order to be “new” he had to
conform to a world that kept changing at a faster and faster rate, but without
any interior change; in short, the technological world). He was reduced to pure
present—and was peculiarly celebrated as “creative freedom” because of this
liberation. Nothing was handed down to him (tradition derives from tradere),
he had nothing to hand down ... At this point, man’s freedom thus understood
reduces to man’s fragmentation. He can derive his vitality only from “novelty.”
Novelty derives its value only from the fact that it “denies” and inebriates man,
thus giving him a refreshing feeling of being alive.[18]

The most characteristic expression of this “renewal” was the (appropriately named) sexual
revolution, which was explicitly anti-traditional, because “the idea of family is inseparable
from the idea of tradition, from a heritage of truth that we must tradere, hand on … [but] if we
separate the idea of tradition from that of an objective order, it must necessarily appear to be
‘the past,’ what has been ‘surpassed,’ ‘the dead trying to suffocate the living,’ what must be
negated in order to find psychological balance.”[19]
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6. Nationalism as an incorrect idea of tradition
One last aspect of the Del Nocean reflection on tradition that deserves to be mentioned is the
relation between tradition and nationalism. Del Noce believes that nationalism captures a
truth, namely, that “the reality of the nation, as man’s relationship to his tradition and history,
cannot be deduced from the economic, as relationship between man and nature.”[20] Every
human society ultimately formulates a collective narrative which cannot be reduced to
material-economic factors and which always includes assumptions and values of a “religious”
nature. However, nationalism typically tends to put these values at the service of the
preservation of the nation. Thus “people speak of ‘national tradition,’ inverting the correct
order and subordinating the ‘traditional spirit’ to the philosophical position most opposed to it,
namely pragmatism ... In this way, values are not respected—even if they are said to be
supreme—inasmuch as they are considered only from the perspective of their civilizing
function.”[21] As a result, in many historical situations “the relationship between tradition and
religion … was turned upside down, in the sense that it was not the latter that provided the
foundation of the former, but rather it was the preservation of the former that implied that of
the latter.”[22] In this sense, nationalism “harbors an intrinsic contradiction”: “it presents itself
as traditionalism, as an effort to perpetuate a heritage, such heritage being legitimated in most
cases by referring to transcendent values, even though then there is the tendency to regard
them only as functional to the legitimization of a heritage (which is why nationalism can be
viewed as the final outcome of an incorrect idea of tradition).”[23]

7. Conclusion
Hopefully this synthetic review has achieved its main goal: to illustrate how in Del Noce’s view
the concept of tradition, despite its apparent simplicity, sits at the intersection of several
foundational philosophical questions. This makes it both important and easy to
misunderstand. Of course, appealing to tradition has been a recurring feature of most
“conservative” responses to the modern world. This is not surprising, considering to what
extent modernity has defined itself in terms of the idea of revolution which, as we have seen,
can be viewed as the exact antithesis of the idea of tradition. However, one cannot simply
oppose revolution and tradition as the preservation of the past, or even the reality of the
nation as the repository of values. Contemporary history has demonstrated that even the
strongest national traditions crumble unless they are continually “verified” in the life of the
people, and Del Noce’s analysis shows that this verification is of an essentially religious nature.
Under the onslaught of secular modernity, only a present experience of the sacred (of the
“eternal”) makes it possible to grasp the content of tradition and vivify it, while mere
repetition of formulas is just a different way of letting tradition die.

Carlo Lancellotti is the chair of the department of mathematics at the College of Staten Island of
the City University of New York. He is also on the faculty of the physics program at the CUNY
Graduate Center. He is a mathematical physicist and specializes in the kinetic theory of plasmas
and gravitating systems. He has translated into English three volumes of works of Augusto Del
Noce, a prominent mid-20th century Italian philosopher and political thinker.
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Being in Love with Everything: The Unique Life and
Thought of Albacete

APOLONIO LATAR III

Lorenzo Albacete, The Relevance of the Stars: Christ, Culture, Destiny (Eugene, OR: Slant,
2021).

We are living in a culture that impedes us from falling in love, from being rooted forever in
the beautiful goodness and beautiful truth of things. We are sentimental creatures that lack
bonds of affection. If the Catholic Church is to going respond to this culture, she cannot simply
propose new laws, policies, or changes of behavior, but must communicate the faith without
sacrificing its depth and mystery. She must propose a common life where one can enjoy the
meaning of life and the whole world, where one can bear another’s burdens, and where one
can learn to become more human. It is for this reason that we should be thankful to Lisa
Lickona and Gregory Wolfe, the editors of The Relevance of the Stars, for collecting this
selection of Monsignor Lorenzo Albacete’s essays in one place. The book captures the rich
theological vision of this cultured former physicist turned priest who was full of wonder and
loved everything that was truly human. He was very well read, quoting contemporary authors
like Flannery O’Connor and Walker Percy endlessly, and could make you laugh out loud with
his witty jokes in one moment, then cry a minute later, all the while smoking a cigarette (or
two). Albacete shared his faith by sharing his life with others. And their lives became more
interesting and beautiful because of the common life they shared with him.

What struck people about Albacete was his freedom. He was fully himself with everyone. But
where did his freedom come from? How did he find the ground that allowed him to become
fully himself? His freedom came from being rooted in Christ, which is to say, being a son of the
Church. Concretely speaking, it rested in his being able to recognize and accept being a son of
Msgr. Luigi Giussani, the founder of the international ecclesial movement Communion and
Liberation. Before meeting Giussani, Albacete loved theology, science, literature and poetry,
but could never figure out how to integrate his interests with his concrete daily life and he
continuously found himself to be broken. It was not until he met Giussani that he discovered
that Christianity is truly an event, an encounter where one discovers the human presence of
God in the Church now. At that moment he gave up his predetermined ideas of what a good
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Christian looked like and decided instead to follow the inexorable presence of God in Giussani
and in his charism.

He knew that what was at stake was his salvation. Or, in his own words, “what is at
stake is my ass. The future of my ass.”

Little by little, he saw his life becoming more integrated. He found a place that could make his
fragmented life more whole, giving meaning to everything in his life, including his flaws,
weaknesses, and theological ideas. Being rooted in Giussani’s charism, he discovered that the
Church is the only place where grace and the human heart can coexist without one eliminating
the other. He became more fully himself, freer because his life was truer. Contrary to the
modern view, Albacete discovered that only by lovingly binding himself to another, with full
awareness of his childlike dependency, that he was free. He was a bit angry that it had taken
him a long time to discover this precious truth, but he had this set his anger aside and obey
what was happening in his life. He knew that what was at stake was his salvation. Or, in his
own words, “what is at stake is my ass. The future of my ass.”

The Relevance of the Stars gets its name from one of Albacete’s favorite stories about Giussani.
One starry night, Giussani was riding his bike in his cassock when, along his way, he saw a
young couple making out. The couple saw him and stopped what they were doing. He stopped
in front of them and asked, “If you were not doing anything wrong, why did you stop?” He
continued to go his own way and the young couple were about to start kissing again. At that
moment, Giussani, looking at the stars, said, “The most beautiful idea I have ever had in my
entire life came to me.” He turned around and went back to them and asked, “What you are
doing right now, what does it have to do with the stars?” He said that at that moment he
understood the dignity of the human person and what morality was. He concluded, “There
cannot be any human moment that is empty! Every instant is like a particular within a grand
design. We perform no true gesture unless it is within a universal design. Morality is action
undertaken in service to the whole.” Every real action, for Giussani, is one that is related to
“the stars,” which is to say, to everything else in the world and to its origin and destiny. Thus,
to love a person, a job, anything, is also to love everything, that is to say, the meaning and
depth of each thing as it relates to the meaning and depth of everything else in the world. In
short, for Giussani, morality is a matter of being in love with everything, and with God, its
origin and destiny. In his pastoral care for the many young people he came into contact with,
Giussani did not simply tell them to change their behavior but showed them a contemplative
path to follow so that they could understand themselves and their relationship to the stars.
Anything less than the whole and its relation to the infinite was not enough for Giussani. It is
not a coincidence, then, that Albacete’s book, The Relevance of the Stars, seems to be about
everything. He continues the path of Giussani, translating his vision to an American context,
and giving the Church in America a contemplative path she can follow. One can find in these
pages reflections on experience, freedom, affectivity, modernity, suffering, the philosophy of
language, science, politics, marriage, work, economics, and on and on. With his credible and
fearless faith, Albacete confronted everything. But his genius consisted in never losing the
connection that every single thing has to the whole, to the stars. This love for the whole allows
him to go to the root of every problem. The following are only three examples of how he does
this.

The first example is Albacete’s awareness of the American inability to confront tragedy
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properly. Whenever there is a tragedy, say, a school shooting or the countless numbers of
abortions being performed around the country, the answer to the problem is always legal or
policy-based. For example, when the tragedy of September 11th happened, the search for
answers was reduced to questions about airport and national security, fighting a war against
terror, and other foreign policies. This is not to say that policies or legal answers are not
necessary. But Albacete sees cultural problems, especially tragedies, as first and foremost
religious problems. Every human reality is connected to the religious sense and it is troubling
that whenever tragedies occur, there is a failure to look at the depth of the problem. This fear
of letting questions that arise in the face of tragedy penetrate into one’s experience leads to a
disengagement from concrete experiences and concrete persons who suffer. It is important
that when one experiences a tragic event, one allows the event to provoke questions in the
human heart and that one is then loyal to those questions. Otherwise, one never gets a proper
understanding of what has happened. For Albacete, tragedies ultimately have their origin in
the mystery of original sin. And that is why moralism or simply a change of behavior or
attitude are insufficient: there is an evil greater than what human capacity can bear or solve. It
is only with a graced history, then, that one can respond adequately to the cultural problems
we are facing. Albacete states, “And it is only by being moved by this grace, by this attraction,
this wonder, this amazement, that we will build the City of God, the heavenly city in the midst
of this very world—not with the power of anger, the violence of anger, but with the power, the
attraction, of the mercy that has invaded our hearts, hearts otherwise tempted by, and capable
of, the same violence as anybody else’s heart.”

The second example is Albacete’s repeated critique of American Protestantism. If the response
to every tragedy, which is always rooted in original sin, is grace alone, then the root of the
cultural and political problems in America is “a derailed religious sense that has not
encountered the miracle of grace.” What he means by “a derailed religious sense” is that the
weakness of American Protestantism is its separation of Christ from the Church. From a
historical and theological point of view, Albacete sees America immersed in the Protestant
vision of the world that “cannot counter modernity because, in its opposition between faith
and reason, it must reject the idea of the religious sense. Indeed, in so many ways, the ideology
of modernity is a child of Protestantism.” He continues in a strong critical tone, “The original
Protestant framework . . . has nothing else with which to defend itself but a moralism founded
on blind faith or sentimentality.” Albacete realizes that this weakness of Protestantism came
from a distorted picture of the Christian faith that placed the Incarnation away from the center
of life and the cosmos, becoming simply an intellectual and moral system without the necessity
of human encounter with Christ in the Church. Any proper cultural analysis, then, especially
of modernity in America, must necessarily be theological: it must start from the recognition of
this fragmentation.

Our third example is a very interesting chapter on the relationship between faith and politics.
Albacete sees politics as a manifestation of the religious sense, and this is why religious
freedom is the most important requirement of any politics or government. But the solution to
politics is the event of Jesus Christ. He even goes so far as to say that “the relation between
faith and politics is a branch of Christology.” In fact, one of the greatest cultural contributions
the Church has made is the concept of personhood. Yet, this concept did not come about
because the Church was trying to give an answer to a political problem, but because the
Church contemplated the identity of Christ. It is this contemplation of Christ that Albacete
wants to retrieve, and this primacy of Christ necessarily leads to encountering Him in the
Church because there can be no experience of Christ without the Church, the visible reality of
communion with Christ. Politics, then, must mean working for the freedom that one has in the
Church. This means that a concrete belonging to the Church is necessary for there to be any
kind of real politics because only in the Church can we really understand what it means to be a
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people, what it means to share one’s life with others for the common good. It is for this reason
that one must always fight for unity, grounded in the truth, in the Church. Bishops and priests
in America today should especially heed this prophetic cry of Albacete:

And we oppose, no matter what—no matter what—anything that threatens the
unity of the Church. Anything from any politician, any party, in domestic
politics, or foreign policy, or whatever it is, anything that tries to create division
within the Church, we must oppose, because unity and its compatibility with
our freedom, this is the victory of Christ! Because if that disappears, then Christ
is not victorious and we have no solution to the problem of faith and politics
and the only solution to religion and politics is just an unsatisfactory
compromise.

This call for unity seems to be naïve and impossible, especially when one sees divisions in both
the country and in the Catholic Church today. But Albacete was not naïve. He knew the flaws
of human beings, especially his own, and the impossibility of achieving unity with others by
our own efforts. To the contrary, unity is a gift brought about by a superabundant grace. He
did not think unity was impossible because he experienced unity himself. And not because he
was intelligent nor because he had the best insights into humanity, but because he
encountered a charism that allowed him to embrace and be engaged with everyone.

There is nothing more beautiful in life than encountering a particular love that allows one to
love the whole, indeed have the whole. Albacete, in his childlike posture, surrendered himself
to the charism of Giussani and this allowed him to have a fuller possession of the whole. He
not only lived among friends, he also died surrounded by friends. A few days before his death,
a young man visited him to thank him for everything that he had done for him. This young
man had not seen Albacete in five years and was unsure whether he would even remember
him because of the fragile state he was in. When the young man entered the room, Albacete
was shocked, surprised that he would have seen this young man again, and his eyes widened
as if he was seeing the most beautiful thing he had ever seen in his life. The last days of his life
consisted of moments like this, seeing his friends—old and new, young and old—come back to
meet him. He witnessed that Christ does not take away anything beautiful in life.

His last words to that young man were, “I have everything. We can have anything we want.” In
front of death, what more can we ask for than this fullness of heart? It is precisely this hopeful
gift that Christ gives to those who receive Him with humble joy.

Apolonio Latar III has an M.Ed. from Marymount University in Administration and Supervision.
He has degrees in Philosophy (Rutgers University) and Theology (Lateran University). He is
currently the Department Chair of Theology at St. Paul VI Catholic High School and adjunct
professor at St. Bernard’s School of Theology and Ministry.
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BOOK REVIEW

Will the Thread be Unbroken?
MICHAEL HANBY

Sohrab Ahmari, The Unbroken Thread: Discovering the Wisdom of Tradition in an Age of Chaos
(Convergent Books, 2021).

These are worrisome times for all thinking people. The nihilism of these days is now too
obvious to ignore, as all the once-solid realities seem to be melting away before our eyes. The
digital conquest of time and space has dissolved past and future into a bland presentism.
Actual places where people once met face to face have been obliterated in favor of virtual
“spaces” experienced in isolation, a phenomenon well underway before the onset of Covid-19.
The “creative destruction” of our techno-capitalist order is increasingly creating whole classes
of obsolete people and desolate places, leaving many homeless as well as rootless. With the
“death of God,” the modern world exchanged hope for optimism, but now the objects of this
false hope seem to be failing us. Liberal democracy seems to be rapidly transforming into a
totalitarianism less obviously violent, but more total than any that has preceded it. Our
technology no longer seems to be our servant and is rapidly becoming our master, in ways too
numerous to count. The relentless dynamism of technological change creates a yawning chasm
between each new generation and those that preceded it, who can hardly be said to inhabit the
same world. Radical new political ideologies negate human nature, human reason, even the
very language by which we recognize a world in common, revealing the nihilistic essence of
modern freedom and confirming that the “death of God” leads ineluctably to the destruction of
his image within ourselves.

This bleak picture is even more worrisome, or should be, for parents of this generation:
perhaps the last generation to have lived some portion of its life without a permanent
connection to the internet from birth or parents of the first generation not to. What kind of
people will our children become? What will they see, and how will they think? Will they be
able to think? How will they live humanely in a posthuman world?

Concern for the fate of a civilization rapidly consuming itself forms the backdrop to The
Unbroken Thread: Discovering the Wisdom of Tradition in the Age of Chaos by Sohrab Ahmari,
an Iranian émigré, Catholic convert, and editor of The New York Post. But the book is most
profitably and appreciably read through the paternal concern for the fate of Ahmari’s young
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son.

Through the foggy nihilism of our present age and in very different figures across
the ages, there remains imprinted on the human heart the traces of a wisdom not
our own, calling out to us through the fog of our ennui, meaninglessness, and
confusion and binding the human race together by an unbroken thread.

This paternal concern brackets the interior substance of the book that otherwise defies genre,
which is another way of saying that Ahmari aspires to perform several tasks
simultaneously—not all, it must be admitted, with equal success. Readers familiar with his
online persona will recognize between the lines a manifesto of sorts for traditionalist
Catholicism and the “common good conservatism” he is helping to create. On the lines the
book aspires to offer something of an intellectual history while also posing and answering
questions such as “Is God Reasonable?” or “What is freedom for?” that are irreducibly
philosophical or theological: And each of the questions that form the theme of the various
chapters—twelve in all—are addressed through biographical vignettes drawn from an eclectic
collection of historical figures from Seneca, Confucius, Augustine and Aquinas, to C.S. Lewis,
Andrea Dworkin and Hans Jonas.

Ahmari is neither a philosopher nor a historian by trade, however. He is a journalist. He is also
quite obviously an intelligent, thoughtful, and well-read man. It is no insult to him to point out
that journalism as a thought form is not really adequate to adjudicating some of these
questions. Journalism is a form of empiricism requiring no special competence from its
practitioners beyond the application of its method. Its animating conceit is that the world lies
transparent before the method, which transforms the world into a collection of self-evident
facts requiring no further intellectual penetration. Consequently, journalistic reason as such
cannot really enter into philosophical or theological questions from the inside to reason out
whether they are true or false according to their own principles without becoming something
other than journalism, namely, philosophy, theology, or history. We are human before we are
journalists, and humans are philosophical animals, so it is quite natural that we should pose
these sorts of questions. Nevertheless, as a thought form journalism carries with it the
inevitable temptation to treat difficult questions of truth as simplistic questions of fact and to
pronounce with a kind of empirical authority where one should instead be thinking.

Ahmari, at times seems to succumb to this temptation. The answers to the questions that
provide the themes for the various chapters are true, wise, and largely unsurprising. Yes, God
is reasonable. No, sex is not (just) a private matter. Freedom is not simply for doing what one
pleases but for following the moral law. Of course one should not simply disregard all
authority and think for oneself, especially since this is hardly possible. But the conclusions are
sometimes better than the arguments used to advance them. And not all the organizing
questions are equally well formulated or get to the heart of the issue Ahmari wishes to explore.
“Is sex a private matter?” hardly goes to the core of modern confusion about sexuality; nor
does sexuality’s susceptibility to the libido dominandi exhaust relevant Christian teaching on
this question. The whole chapter feels like something of a missed opportunity, driven by the
goal of bringing Andrea Dworkin into alignment with St. Augustine. Much could have been
said about the objectivity of human love, how its reality affirms a world of objective truth and
goodness in defiance of our nihilism, or about the profound meaning of procreation and
childhood, a surprising omission considering the paternal tenderness that animates so much of
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the book.

Readers who possess detailed knowledge or professional competence in philosophy, theology,
or history are likely to be left wanting when they encounter their own areas of expertise. I
caught myself momentarily rooting for Ockham while reading Ahmari’s all-too-easy treatment
of medieval and modern nominalism. Readers who are not already inclined toward Ahmari’s
traditionalism may not find the question “Is God reasonable?” convincingly answered by the
fact that a thirteenth-century Dominican friar thought so. And Ahmari’s journalistic method
(and contemporary political concerns) occasionally produce cringe-worthy anachronisms, like
when he writes of The City of God, “The overarching problem had to do with God and politics.
To wit, did government have a role in promoting faith?”

On the other hand, readers may discover that they enjoy the most Ahmari’s treatment of the
figures they know the least. I found his sympathetic treatment of Dworkin to be particularly
poignant, along with his portrayal of Rabbi Heschel in his chapter on the Sabbath and Howard
Thurman in his chapter on human dignity. If The Unbroken Thread shows the limits of the
journalistic craft, it also amply displays its highest virtues. Ahmari is a gifted writer. His prose
is unfailingly clear and occasionally beautiful. Each of his biographical vignettes is compelling
in itself and in its own way, and yet they are still more compelling in their ensemble effect.
Whatever the philosophical, theological, or historical limitations of his journalistic method,
Ahmari’s humane, sensitive and sympathetic depiction of this subject is a success in
powerfully illustrating his central point. Through the foggy nihilism of our present age and in
very different figures across the ages, there remains imprinted on the human heart the traces
of a wisdom not our own, calling out to us through the fog of our ennui, meaninglessness, and
confusion and binding the human race together by an unbroken thread. This wisdom is the
source of life lived abundantly even now, and therefore a great gift to Ahmari’s children and
ours. May it forever remain unbroken.

Michael Hanby is the Associate Professor of Religion and Philosophy of Science at the John Paul II
Institute at the Catholic University of America. He is the author of Augustine and Modernity and
No God, No Science? Theology, Cosmology, Biology, as well as numerous articles.
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RE-SOURCE: CLASSIC
TEXT

Tradition-less Philosophy, Tradition-less Humanity
JOSEF PIEPER

The following is an excerpt from Josef Pieper's Tradition: Concept and Claim (trans. E. Christian
Kopff, South Bend: St. Augustine's Press, 2010: 66‒68), introduced by Mark Milosch.

In Tradition: Concept and Claim, originally published in 1970 in German, Josef Pieper explores
the elements of tradition. He ranges through classical and Christian antiquity to argue that
tradition, in its most proper sense, refers not to cultural traditions nor even religious customs but
to the “unimpeachable” core of a sacred tradition—“TRADITION within tradition.” Pieper’s
conclusion marks the gulf between him and his contemporaries: we philosophize truly only when
we stand within a sacred tradition and participate in it as a “believing hearer,” so that, like Plato
and Aquinas, “on the one hand, the independence of both [reason and tradition] remains clearly
preserved, while on the other hand, on the basis of reciprocal corroboration, challenge, and
perhaps even disturbance there arises a new and richer harmony... the existential impetus,
authenticity, depth, and (so to speak) stoutheartedness of the act of philosophizing is dependent
on whether or not this contrapuntal relationship to the sacred tradition is realized or not.”
Pieper closes his essay with mordant words on the modern will to break utterly with tradition—a
disaster for philosophy and for humanity:

The exclusion of the “sacred tradition” from the practice of philosophizing can occur in two
ways. The first is by the destruction of its content and its replacement by a kind of anti-
tradition. A perfect example of this is Jean-Paul Sartre, who bases his philosophy explicitly on
the dogma of the nonexistence of God. From a purely formal point of view, Sartre has
preserved completely the contrapuntal ordering of the known to the believed. I am convinced
that this is the reason for the perplexing existential relevance of Sartre’s philosophizing. It is a
clear example of that “inclusion” of fundamental positions which concern the whole of reality
and must be assumed without critical examination as the presuppositions for rational thought.
My one reservation is that this purely negative dogmatics is admittedly proclaiming its
opposition to all sacred tradition.

There is, however, another, even more effective way of silencing the tradita in the field of
philosophy: by denying not the content, but rather the formal structure of the contrapuntal
ordering itself. According to the program of “Scientific Philosophy,” for instance, philosophers
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are supposed simply to stop reflecting on the whole of world and reality from any possible
aspect. Instead, they are supposed to limit themselves, like physicists, to the questions of their
academic specialty, and then to solve them with verifiable results. Of course, in such academic
fields the occasion for an appeal to tradition, whether sacred or profane, arises just as little as
it does in physics. At any rate, philosophy—still called by this name—turns unavoidably into a
business that can only be pursued by specialists and is in fact of no interest to anybody else.
The place that belongs to philosophy and the philosophizer in the whole of existence remains
empty.

[R]eal unity among human beings has its roots in nothing else but the common
possession of tradition in the strict sense—I mean, our sharing in common the
sacred tradition that goes back to God’s words.

“Empty” is also the word used by two important philosophical critics of our time to describe
the intellectual condition created by such a consciously tradition-less philosophy. (They are
philosophically very far apart and certainly used the word independently of one another.) One
is Karl Jaspers, who with his eye on a widely influential figure of contemporary philosophy
says that the contents of the “Great Tradition,” without which philosophy must inevitably die
out and disappear, have been abandoned, and that the result is “an increasingly empty
seriousness.” I have quoted several times Viacheslav Ivanov, the “Western Russian,” scholar of
myth, humanist, and philosopher. Confronted by the liberal historian, who is hysterically
rejoicing in the good fortune of bathing in the stream of the river Lethe in order to wash away
every memory of religion, philosophy, and poetry and then walk to the shore as naked as the
first man, he answers with the decisive judgment: “Freedom achieved by forgetting is empty.”

Another aspect of the catastrophe that threatens the intellectual community of mankind
because of the loss of knowledge of sacred tradition was expressed by one of the last essays
written by Gerhard Krüger before the silence that he has maintained for many years now. The
essay contains the frightening sentence: “The only reason we are still alive is our inconsistency
in not having actually silenced all tradition. . . . We are facing the radical impossibility of a
meaningful common existence, although no one can imagine what this end would be like.”
Anyone who is inclined to consider this statement as an excessively gloomy cry from a
modern-day Cassandra should reflect that we are dealing with a very precise assertion, which
has nothing to do with the literary genre of uncivil criticism of the present or a vague
philosophy of decadence. Krüger is alluding, with complete seriousness, to the unifying power
of tradition. He is pointing out that the decisive unity of the human race cannot be based on or
guaranteed by realizing a political “One World” or any kind of unanimity of “cultural wills,”
no, not by a shared respect before art and science, not by the technical possibilities of
communication throughout the planet earth, not by a universal world language, whether it be
English or Esperanto or Chinese, not even by international organizations for athletic
competition. Rather, real unity among human beings has its roots in nothing else but the
common possession of tradition in the strict sense—I mean, our sharing in common the sacred
tradition that goes back to God’s words.

Josef Pieper (1904‒1997) was one of the pre-eminent Thomist philosophers of the 20th century.
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Mark Milosch is the author of Modernizing Bavaria: The Politics of Franz Josef Strauss and the
CSU, 1949‒1969. He has a law degree and a doctorate in modern European history, and has
worked in foreign affairs for the U.S. Congress, a federal agency, and a nonprofit foundation. He
lives in Maryland.
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WITNESS

“A Time to Plant”: Traditions in the Home
MARUŠKA HEALY

At the end of Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, a group of young boys grieves over the
death of their friend. They feel sad and abandoned. Alyosha Karamazov encourages them:

You must know that there is nothing higher, or stronger, or sounder, or more
useful afterwards in life, than some good memory, especially a memory from
childhood, from the parental home. You hear a lot said about your education,
yet some such beautiful, sacred memory, preserved from childhood, is perhaps
the best education. If a man stores up many such memories to take into life,
then he is saved for his whole life. And even if only one good memory remains
with us in our hearts, that alone may serve some day for our salvation.

Alyosha’s words touch the hearts of the boys and give them a sense of hope. They share
memories of something good and beautiful with their friend who died too soon. Suddenly they
are no longer afraid of life. They carry on. If a memory of one single beautiful moment in life
can be so powerful, how formative and “salvific” can an entire treasure trove of memories be!
Meaningful experiences which are repeated intentionally and lived for the sake of being
handed on become traditions.

It is primarily in the family that traditions find fertile ground. These habitual actions and
customs create a certain family culture. They are predictable moments of gladness that
children can look forward to, anticipate, and prepare for. Whether it is traditions centered on
the life of prayer and liturgical celebration, or creative ways of spending time as a family
together, traditions transform our everyday experiences into moments of joy. It is in these
moments that we witness a glimpse of hope for our broken world. It is in these moments that
we realize what it truly means to be human, to live and to love, and to return what was given
to us.

An adult has the immediate responsibility to teach and form the child and to hand
down traditions to the next generation. But it is through a child that an adult is
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daily reminded to do so and that he is invited to a deeper understanding of reality.

I recall with gratitude the many memories and traditions that have shaped my life. I was born
and raised in Czechoslovakia. Despite the atheistic Communist government in charge, I
remember my home country being permeated with a truly Catholic culture. Towns and
villages in Europe were built with a church at their center. Walking pilgrimages were a
natural part of life, though under Communism they often had to be done secretly. People
prayed as they worked in the fields, and marked certain places with little shrines so they
would be reminded to pause and pray during the day. Feasting and fasting had their place in
the life of the faithful. There was a clear distinction between a weekday and a Sunday. I
remember sitting on my grandfather’s lap listening to stories, waltzing with him in the living
room, watching my grandmother make homemade noodles on the kitchen table, and singing
folk songs with her in the afternoons. I remember baking Christmas cookies with my mother
and preparing Easter baskets to be blessed on Holy Saturday. I remember countless priests
visiting our home. They would share a meal with us, teach secret religion lessons during the
Communist rule, and sometimes they would even take an afternoon nap on the sofa after
lunch. My grandfather would have theological discussions with them. I remember Corpus
Christi processions and visits to convents of various religious orders. The most important
events of the year were the celebrations and feasting centered on the liturgical year. These
moments were tied to a specific time or a season and provided a certain rhythm to daily life.
Despite the Communist regime and people’s suffering, there was a certain richness to life—a
foretaste of something eternal.

In his lectures at the University of Virginia titled After Strange Gods, T.S. Eliot makes an
interesting observation about traditions. He says that we become “conscious of their
importance, usually only after they have begun to fall into desuetude, as we are aware of the
leaves of a tree when the autumn wind begins to blow them off—when they have separately
ceased to be vital.” Traditions come with a certain responsibility on our part. Naturally, as a
mother, I have a desire to create a home filled with good memories for our children, a home
where traditions are kept, celebrated, and lived. But traditions do not simply happen. In most
cases they first need to be received by us (although there is certainly a place in each family for
new traditions to be discovered and begun in the course of their life together). Traditions need
to be repeated over and over again until they become a natural part of our lives. In order to
truly transform the heart and make sense to our children, they also need to be explained. And
only then, I believe, can they keep the vitality so necessary for their survival. We need to be
reminded daily of our own responsibility, otherwise all these good “saving” moments will fall
into desuetude.

I find it beautiful and somewhat paradoxical that the preservation of tradition is entrusted
both to an adult and to a child. An adult has the immediate responsibility to teach and form
the child and to hand down traditions to the next generation. But it is through a child that an
adult is daily reminded to do so and that he is invited to a deeper understanding of reality.
Children naturally ask questions. They are intrigued by life. They want to embrace it and live it
fully. But in order to live it fully, they need to understand it. We need to remember that each
new child that is given to us needs to be initiated into the traditions of faith and family life.
Sometimes I forget. It is easy to assume that our four-year-old knows how to pray the Hail
Mary because all of her older siblings do. But each new child needs to be taught how to pray!
With each new child I need to explain why there are four candles on the Advent wreath. With
each new child I need to wonder at the miracle of Easter. This act of explaining and pondering
the mysteries of our faith keeps my own faith alive and stronger with each new child. The
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Catholic culture, so deeply present in my home country during my childhood, has disappeared
almost entirely. The Czech Republic is now considered one of the most secular countries in the
world. We must have forgotten God. Traditions are no longer explained. We no longer have
children who remind us to ask. Everything is instant and readily available and we have lost
our ability to prepare, to wait, and to truly celebrate.

The renewal of a truly Catholic culture must begin in the home—in and through small steps,
done with faithfulness and love. In order to do that, our lives need to be rooted in God, His
sacraments, prayer, and silence. We need to “encourage one another daily, while it is still
today” (Hebrews 3:13). One concrete way to do this is to encourage one another to celebrate
Sundays by keeping them holy and set apart for God and neighbor. As a wife and a mother I
experience a deeper joy when I truly keep Sunday—by doing simple things like not going
shopping or not doing that load of laundry that can wait one more day. It is oftentimes these
small things that begin making a difference. If our families have the courage to keep the
Sabbath, we will be actively affecting the world around us, changing it one Sunday at a time.

I am experiencing many memories from my childhood in my own family and with our own
children now. Once again, the most fruitful and memorable times are those intimately tied to
the celebrations centered on the liturgical year and the sacraments, a consistent life of prayer,
sharing meals together around the table, reading around the fire, or opening our home to
others. I hope that our children will remember these moments and wish to embody them in
their own families one day. Among the many traditions that we strive to live and celebrate as a
family, there are several that have been especially fruitful and that our children embrace with
a particular joy. Praying together every night is probably the first one that comes to mind.
Every night we pray the Liturgy of the Hours. Sometimes we simply recite Compline, that is,
Night Prayer of the Divine Office. Other times we chant it. But every time we gather to say this
particular prayer, our children experience something very powerful and profound. Around
the whole world, whether you are a lay person or consecrated, in a small mountain village or
in a large city, the Church offers us her beautiful prayer to unite us. The same words are
prayed by everyone. Children have a deep desire to be a part of this experience! After just a
few weeks, they learn the prayers by heart because they hear them repeated over and over
again. There is something very comforting about it.

Most of our other family traditions are tied to particular liturgical seasons or feasts of various
saints that are dear to us. For example, every day during Lent we pray the Stations of the Cross
together. Younger children announce the stations and snuff a small candle after each station’s
meditation. After the last station, the room is enveloped in darkness. After a moment of
silence, we light a large candle to be reminded of Christ’s victory over death. Praying the
Stations has become part of our family culture, a way that we and our children have learned to
experience Lent. During the Advent season, it is the singing of Advent hymns before the fire
every night that our children anticipate with joy. This simple tradition has changed our
children’s understanding of Christmas. Advent music expresses our waiting and longing for
the Messiah. It is teaching our children the importance of waiting not only for the gift of
Christmas, but for anything good and important in life. The Feast of Saint Martin of Tours (an
old European Thanksgiving Feast), celebrated with a juicy roast goose, red wine and singing, is
another day in the Church year that our children associate with joy.

All of these moments might seem quite insignificant, but they are like little seeds that we plant
day after day. They are rooted in real life. They invite us to enter into the present moment. You
never know how life-changing it can be for someone to be included around your table for a
meal, for a family Night Prayer, to join you in folk dancing on the lawn or sitting around a
bonfire on saints’ feast days. The fruits of these moments are often invisible and only unfold in
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time. But seeds grow slowly and we need to be patient. Our Lord is at work!

Even though the world is crumbling in front of our eyes, there is hope. When I am back in my
home country and see the glorious architecture of the churches that still stand in the center of
towns, or pass by a little shrine on the side of a road, I know that somewhere deep beneath the
surface the country’s heart is still beating with life. It is impossible to erase Catholic identity
altogether. Someone might notice these visible signs and wonder. Perhaps he will ask
questions. And perhaps someone will remember the answers. In our own homes, we can begin
now! Even one good memory of something good and beautiful can serve some day for our
salvation. The task of sowing the seeds belongs ultimately to God. But he trusts us to be his co-
workers and witnesses of joy and life in the world. It is “time to plant” (Ecclesiastes 3:2)!

Maruška Healy was born in the Czech Republic and earned a Masters in Theology from the
International Theological Institute in Gaming, Austria. She and her husband currently reside in
Maryland with their seven children. She enjoys home educating, living the liturgical year, sharing
the Good Shepherd Catechesis with a wider community, keeping traditions, and opening their
home to others.
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